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.... not only puppies
and sourdoughs are cuddly warm here, the cherry
stone bags are also perfect for stomach aches or
autumnal shivering !!

Sommer 2017

For a box with about 38 cm diameter / a circumference of 119 cm.

Material:
v Fabric for cherry stone bags, belly bandage, lid and bottom
v Thermolam for lid + bottom

Cherry stone bags ...:

Cut 16 squares of 17 x 17 cm (6 ¾ inches) for 8 cherry stone bags.
Close 3 sides of the bags right to right, turn them and fill them with cherry pits.
Close the 4th seam by hand or with a short edge on the right side with the machine.

... and its belly bandage:
Cut 2 rectangles of fabric for the belly bandage: each 24 cm high and about 125 cm long. Stitch the
short sides right to right to a ring. Iron the ring halfway up (12 cm) and close the bottom seam as far
as possible with the machine and the rest by hand.
Now put the two fabric rings one into the other and stitch them 8 times from top to bottom at a
constant distance. The easiest way to do this is to sew a seam and then put the ring in half: this will
give you the placement of the opposite seam. If you put these two stitched seams on top of each other,
you will get the next two stitches on the left and right side. ... and so on.

Bottom and lid:

Drive around your box with a pencil on a newspaper, so you get the pattern including seam
allowance.
Cut 4 circles from your fabric and 4 circles from Thermolam, but this slightly smaller (= no seam
allowance). Place 2 circles of fabric right-to-right and stitch them together, except for an opening of
about 15 cm. Turn your circles to the right side, push 2 layers of Thermolam through the opening and
close the seam by hand. Quilt the bottom and lid all around so that the Thermolam can not slip during
washing!
The photos are partly by Barbara Simon.

